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LIME GEL

PRODUCT DATA SHEET Heavy                   Duty

Heavy Duty Hand Cleansing Cream with Cornmeal Scrubbing Agent

LIME cream is formulated from
natural citrus oils and constituents
for safe and effective skin
cleansing.

Eco-friendly cornmeal scrubbing
agent is added for thorough, yet
gentle cleaning action.

LIME gel contains no harsh
petroleum solvents, but is a water
based blend of non-ionic
surfactants, and natural solvents. .

LIME gel is an effective heavy duty
hand cleaning product which will
remove heavily ingrained oil,
grease and heavy soiling. It is thus
suitable for use in all arduous
engineering applications, such as
garages, factory maintenance
departments, etc., and wherever
hands are heavily soiled with
industrial, constructional or
agricultural grime or grease.

Applications:

Use in garages, workshops,
maintenance departments,
quarries, factory production
washrooms, off site workings, etc.

� Powerful cleansing action

� Cleans without irritation

� Exceptionally kind to the
skin

� Biodegradable

� Alkaline-free

� Pleasant lime fragrance

� Imparts a pleasant feel to
the skin

� Gives a rich, deep
cleansing lather

� Thoroughly economical
and thus viable

� Uses eco-friendly
cornmeal scrubbing agent

� Easily shifts stubborn
contaminants

� Suitable for use in a wide
range of production
processes

COSHH Data: An EC safety data
sheet (MSDS) providing additional
information is available on re-
quest.

Packaging Sizes:

● 6 x 1 litre refill cartridges for
use in  wall-mounted 1 litre
cartridge dispenser

● 4 x 4 litre refill cartridges for
use in wall-mounted 4 litre
cartridge dispenser

● 4 x 4 litre free-standing pump
bottles.

● 4 x 5 litre jerrycans

● 15 litre pail

● Bulk-fill dispensers available

Benefits of using LIME cream:

Removes heavy duty contaminants
such as mineral and lubricating
oils, grease, rust, tar, bitumen,
graphite, metallic dust, carbon
black, grass stains, etc.
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